
Find a safe and quiet space to try some deep breathing. As little as 30 seconds can help relieve low levels of 
anxiety and stress. Breathe in for 3 seconds, and exhale for 4-5 seconds – making the exhale longer helps to 
reduce anxiety and slow the breath and heart rate down. Repeat this at least five times. You can also try 
breathing in for 4-5 seconds with an exhale that is 1-2 seconds longer.

Find a safe and quiet space to try some mindfulness exercises. As little as two or three minutes can have a 
positive impact, but at least five minutes or more is recommended. You can find a link to John Hopkins daily 
mindfulness sessions in the BHB enewsletter. There are also apps available for mindfulness, and the free 
content and trials are often more than enough to guide you through the basics. Some apps to try: Headspace, 
Balance, Calm, Insight Timer.

Find a safe and quiet space to try some gentle movement, like gentle yoga or tai-chi. The NHS offers 
information with pictures and instruction at www.nhs.uk/live-well/exercise/easy-low-impact-exercises/. The 
Calm app has a gentle movement programme, and the Down Dog yoga app provides access for healthcare 
workers and offers beginner exercises.

Go for a short scenic walk and really tune into your natural surroundings. What do you see? Smell? What are 
the textures and colours?

Set up a spot to sit outside. Try bringing a book or making a tea or bringing fresh fruit. Notice the aroma and 
taste, and explore the different flavour/scent notes and textures. Notice the sounds, scents and sights around 
you. What aspects bring you comfort? What can you appreciate? 

Try one of the Employee Assistance Programme’s free weekly webinars, check out their Facebook page or 
reach out to them at 292-9000 or info@eap.bm. As a BHB employee, you have free, confidential access to their 
services, and they can refer you to further services in the community if needed.

 Your mental health matters too!

Feeling stressed out, anxious or 
depressed? Try these tips to aid 
in a sense of calm.
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